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Investigation of the photoelectric characteristics of GaAs solar cells with

different InGaAs quantum dot array positioning in the i-region.
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The effect of positioning of the In0.8Ga0.2As quantum dots (QDs) array in the i-region of the solar cell (SC) on

its photogenerated current and dark saturation currents, which determine the device operating voltage, have been

investigated. It was found out that the indicated photoelectric characteristics depend on the location of the QD

array relative to the electric field of the p−n junction. The displacement of the QD array to the boundary of the

weakly doped base leads to a decrease in the photogenerated current. But at the same time, the voltage drop effect,

which is well-known for nanoheterostructural SC, is minimal.
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At present, the most efficient semiconductor solar cells

(SC) are cascade devices based on the A3B5 compounds [1].
The main cause of restriction of their efficiency is current

mismatch generated by the subcells of the cascade struc-

ture [2,3]. Retention of the advantage of pseudomorphous

growth of the
”
classical“ cascade GaInP/GaAs/Ge SC,

jointly with overcoming the problem of the photogenerated

current mismatch, is possible by using in the middle GaAs

p−n-junction quantum-size nanoheterostructures: quantum

wells, quantum dots (QD), and also hybrid objects [4–6].
However, the QDs embedment into the SC structure gives

rise to the commonly known problem, namely, the drop

of the device open-circuit voltage (Voc) [7–9]. A number

of studies [10,11] showed that the change in the QD array

location in the SC structure can significantly affect spectral

and photoelectric characteristics of the devices.

This paper demonstrates that variations in the QD

positioning cause variations in the current flow mechanisms

through SC, namely, changes in the dark saturation currents

(DSC) that are fundamental parameters of the p−n-junction.
For the case of marginal positions of the QD array within the

i-region, variations in both the recombination and diffusion

DSC, as well as in the current photogenerated in QD, were

shown experimentally.

In addition, such studies were for the first time performed

for the In0.8Ga0.2As QDs, for which was achieved a better

relaxation of stresses induced by the array in the GaAs

matrix than that for
”
classical“ InAs QD, which allows

increasing the absorption medium volume without loss in

the SC quantum efficiency [12].

Using the metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy technique,

four structures were grown: a reference GaAs SC without

QDs (Refer), and three SC with different QD arrangement

in the i-region. The technology of the In0.8Ga0.2As QDs

formation and description of their properties are given

in [12]. In the Center-QD sample, QDs were located in

the center of the i-region. In the Base-QD and Emitter-QD

samples, QDs were displaced towards the i-region−base and

i-region−emitter interfaces, respectively. All SCs, except

for the reference one, contained an array of In0.8Ga0.2As

QDs consisting of five rows separated with intermediate

GaAs layers 35 nm thick. On the one hand, the number

of rows of deposited QDs was chosen quite small in

order to make more pronounced the character of their

arrangement with respect to the i-region electric field. On

the other hand, the QD array was due to have a remarkable

absorption capacity. Except for the i-region design, all

the experimental structures were identical and contained

back potential barrier n-Al0.3Ga0.7As, base n-GaAs, i-region
1µ thick, emitter p-GaAs, window p-Al0.8Ga0.2As and

contact layer p+-GaAs.

To investigate the DSC dependence on the In0.8Ga0.2As

QD array location in the i-region of the GaAs SC, the

dependences of Voc on photogenerated current (Jg) were

measured. They were obtained from a set of J-V charac-

teristics at different concentration of solar radiation. The

Voc values were related to the voltage at the zero current

in the external circuit, while the photogenerated current

was assumed to be equal to the short-circuit current. Since

dependence Voc−Jg coincides with the resistance-free dark

J-V characteristic [13], it is possible to use it to determine

DSC values.

The Jg value was calculated for the case of ground-

surface solar radiation (AM1.5D, 1000W/m2) based on the

data on spectral dependence of the SC external quantum

yield (EQY) [14]. In the EQY measurements, facilities and

technique described in paper [15] were used. The method of

synchronous detection enabled sufficiently accurate fixation

of the weak output signal in the QD absorption region and

also sufficiently good noise suppression.
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Table 1. Currents photogenerated by the obtained SCs with different locations of In0.8Ga0.2As QDs in the i-region for two solar spectra

AM0 and AM1.5.

Sample

Jg , mA/cm2 (AM0) Jg , mA/cm2 (AM1.5)

Total QD Total QD

(300−1100 nm) (880−1100 nm) (300−1100 nm) (880−1100 nm)

Refer 34.19 − 28.20 −

Base-QD 34.35 0.25 28.31 0.21

Center-QD 34.28 0.30 28.25 0.24

Emitter-QD 34.17 0.29 28.13 0.23
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Figure 1. Spectra of the internal quantum yield from the

obtained samples. The insert illustrates the region beyond the

GaAs absorption edge.

Fig. 1 presents spectral characteristics of the internal

quantum yield (IQY) obtained taking into account the

spectral dependence of the reflection coefficient of the

studied SCs. All the SCs exhibit the common high level

of IQY in the GaAs absorption region despite different

QD arrangement in the i-region. In the wavelength range

beyond the GaAs absorption edge, broadening of the

photosensitivity spectrum takes place due to absorption

of subband-gap photons by the QD array (see the Fig. 1

insert). This range may be conditionally divided into

two spectral regions: the contribution of the wetting

layer (880−940 nm) and contribution of 3D islands (more

than 940 nm). The wetting layer peak was identified

based on its model presenting it as a stressed quantum

well to which the electron state theory [16] was applied

taking into account experimental data on its thickness and

composition [17]. Since the wetting layer contribution was

identified unambiguously, it is possible to state that long-

wave peaks relate to the radiation absorption in QDs.

The obtained IQY spectra were used to calculate the

contribution to Jg from the device matrix and QD array

(table 1). The comparison of Jg values shows that the QD

array location at the i-region−emitter interface, as well as

in the i-region center, provides a greater contribution to

Jg in the QD absorption region (880−1100 nm). Earlier it

was shown that the main contribution to the photosensitivity

beyond the GaAs absorption edge comes from the wetting

layer [6]. However, one can see that the Emitter-QD sample

photoresponse in the long-wave region is somewhat higher.

To demonstrate the QD array location with respect to

the p−n-junction electric field in different samples, band

diagrams of the obtained SC structures with QDs were

calculated by means AFORS-HET [18]. The code input

data were the SC structure parameters (thickness, impurity

concentration, electron affinity energy, band gap width,

electron mass, electron velocity, band state densities, etc.),
while the QD rows were input as material In0.8Ga0.2As with

the preset thickness. It was assumed that the presence of

QDs does not principally change the band diagram shape.

Fig. 2 presents the SC band diagrams with QDs near the

conductive band. The modeled diagrams are mutually

superimposed so that the conductivity band energy (Ec)
of the QD row most distant from the emitter in the Emitter-

QD sample coincides with Ec of the QD row closest to the

base in the Center-QD and Base-QD samples. In Fig. 2,

this energy is 0.011 eV. Relative to this energy, the vacuum

levels for the Emitter-QD, Center-QD and Base-QD samples

are 4.55, 5.05 and 5.48 eV, respectively.

Since the minority carrier concentration in the emitter

is two orders of magnitude higher than that in the base,
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Figure 2. Superimposed SC band diagrams with QDs near the

bottom of the QD array conduction band.
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Figure 3. Open-circuit voltage versus the photogenerated current

of studied SC (symbols) and their approximation with the two-

exponential model (lines). Thin solid lines correspond to A = 1,

thin dotted lines are for the case of A = 2, bold lines are their

sums.

the effect of the p−n-junction electric field in this region

is stronger than at the i-region−base interface. Hence, in

the Emitter-QD and Center-QD samples it becomes more

probable that all the charge carriers generated by subband

photons will be emitted into the matrix or tunnel through

the regions of the GaAs intermediate layers and then will be

separated by the field and contribute to the photo current.

It is also seen that (line 2 in Fig. 2) the top row of the QD

array in the Emitter-QD sample is located in the strongest

electric field, therefore the charge carrier emission from the

QD deep levels and their separation are more probable,

which explains the increase in the long-wave sensitivity of

this SC.

In the Base-QD sample, the QD array is partly removed

from the field (line 3 in Fig. 2), and electron-hole pairs

generated in QD are likely to recombine prior to separation.

Evidently, this leads to a reduction of the subband photons

contribution to the total photogenerated current with respect

to other SCs.

The SC-generated voltage is related with the funda-

mental mechanisms of the current flow in the p−n-
junction, namely, with DSC, according to the standard two-

exponential model [19]:

Jg = J0D exp

(

qV
A1kT

)

+ J0R exp

(

qV
A2kT

)

, (1)

where J0D and J0R are the diffusion and recombination DSC,

respectively, A1 and A2 are the non-ideality factors of the

p−n-junction (1 and 2, respectively).
Evidently, the recombination DSC (J0R) defined by the

deep-level recombination whose rate has a maximum in the

space charge region will directly depend on the QD location

in the p−n-junction field. The effect of the QD location

on the diffusion DSC (J0D) defined by the band−band

recombination is less evident. However, as Fig. 2 shows, the

QD array is an extended region that cannot be positioned

strictly in the recombination maximum or at the interface

between the regions. Therefore, it differently affects the

”
effective“ band gap width of the matrix, and can also affect

the J0D value.

In order to experimentally study the influence of the

QD array location on DSC and, hence, on the SC

voltage, dependences of Voc on Jg were measured (Fig. 3).
The obtained curves were approximated with the two-

exponential model (equation (1)) whose applicability to

SCs with quantum-size objects was discussed in paper [20].
The results are listed in table 2.

Both values J0D and J0R obtained by approximating

experimental dependences Voc−Jg exhibit the increase by

two and one order of magnitude, respectively, when the QD

array is introduced into the center of the GaAs SC i-region.
The J0D increase leads to a conclusion that in this case the

”
effective“ band gap width of the p−n-junction decreases

in the GaAs SC. Thus, the Voc decrease for SCs with QDs

is observed in the total Jg range but not only in the region

where the recombination component dominates. Notice also

that J0D changes by more than half of an order of magnitude

during the QD emitter-to-base motion in the i-region.

Since the recombination rate has a maximum in the space

charge region, J0R will be defined by recombination through

QDs when the array is located closer to the emitter and i-
region center. In the Base-QD sample, QDs happen to be

in a weaker electric field, and J0R for such an SC is lower

by almost an order of magnitude (table 2).

Thus, the relationship has been established of the

QD array location in the SC i-region with DSC of the

p−n-junction in the field of which QD are located, and also

with the photogenerated current value. The larger the array

inclusion into the p−n-junction field, the more intense the

charge carrier emission into the matrix from the localization

state (QD or wetting layer) and, hence, the more is the

increase in Jg generated by subband photons in the QD

array. On the other hand, the array displacement from the

region of the GaAs p−n-junction electric field towards, for

instance, the boundary of the weakly doped base (Base-
QD), results in the Jg decrease, the effect of voltage drop

being minimal in this case. Practically, this means that it is

possible to find such a QD position in the i-region where

the Voc drop is minimal with retention of the high quantum

yield for the entire structure.

Table 2. Dark saturation currents calculated by approximating

J-V characteristics with the two-exponential model.

Sample J0D , mA/cm2 J0R , mA/cm2

Refer 4.0 · 10−20 1.0 · 10−10

Base-QD 1.0 · 10−18 8.0 · 10−10

Center-QD 4.2 · 10−18 2.6 · 10−9

Emitter-QD 6.0 · 10−18 3.4 · 10−9
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